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Curatorial Rationale
During IB Art, I learned various aspects of art that applied to my own life and the way my 
art was created. My final outcomes are pieces that are highly influenced by the 
Impressionistic movement and the key artists that brought it to life. It was not always based 
on that theme, though. My focus first began on travel and capturing the culture of various 
nations and cities across the globe. I stayed in my comfort zone when it came to different
medias as well. When I finally realized the importance of aesthetics and meaning of my art, 
it opened up new doors and ideas that led me to create an appealing exhibition.
I began to focus more on how my art was created rather than what it was that was being 
created. I focused on the texture, lighting, and colors used in order to give the viewers a 
sense of emotion while viewing my pieces. I was very inspired by Impressionistic and Post-
Impressionistic artists such as Claude Monet and Vincent van Gogh. Both of these artists 
paint to show the technique of how things are made rather than focusing on the subject 
matter. In my shattered glass piece (KB), I took this approach and painted using soft 
watercolors with several textures to emphasize a sense of chaos and to provoke emotion in 
the viewer.
My works began gaining a sense of feeling and emotion over time. They started off as very 
broad and general pieces that looked very similar to other pieces and lacked a sense of 
uniqueness. I started to experiment with new techniques of painting rather than 
experimenting with new medias because no other medias truly spoke to me or benefitted 
my exhibition in any way.



High Tide
Watercolor
35.5 x 27.9 cm

This piece was heavily 
influenced by 
impressionism. There are no 
harsh lines, nor really bold 
colors. It has very soft colors 
and edges overall.



Warm Breeze
Acrylic
27 x30.5 cm

In this piece, wheat-like plants 
were painted onto a wet 
canvas with acrylic paint. The 
colors were meant to provoke 
emotions from the viewer.



Too Close
Acrylic
27.9 x 22.9 cm

For this piece, the focus was 
not so much on the eye itself, 
but on the colors used to 
paint it. Cool and warm tones 
were overly emphasized to 
exaggerate several aspects 
of it.



Valiente
Water Soluble Pencil
33 x 26.7 cm

This piece was created using a 
water soluble pencil which is 
quite similar to watercolor and 
gave the overall piece a “soft” 
look. It was created strictly from 
observation of a classmate.



Details
Pencil and Watercolor
40.6 x 25.4 cm
This piece takes a different 
route from the others. It is 
mostly done in pencil with 
a great variety of detail on 
the hands. The watercolor 
is added to give the 
overall piece a sense of 
motion and color.



Afternoon Tide
Acrylic
33 x 22.9 cm
In this painting, a lot of 
texture was given to all 
of it. It was done with a 
thick paste that 
allowed the acrylic 
paint to keep a three 
dimensional shape.



School Life
Photography
27.9 x 17.8 cm
17.8 x 27.9 cm

These two pieces side by side tell a personal story of two lives in one. One that 
includes athletics and the other which includes academics. They emphasize the 
feeling of actually being in those locations.



Inner Thoughts
Watercolor and Water Soluble Pencil
40.6 x 25.4 cm

This piece is a surreal painting 
of a woman without a face. It 
is meant to portray her inner 
thoughts and how she 
projects them to the rest of 
the world. There is a mix of 
water soluble pencil and 
watercolor in order to give the 
piece a sense of media 
variety.



Passing Time
Ink and Watercolor
33 x 22.9 cm

This piece is painted in a van 
Gogh-like style with several 
areas showing texture and a 
sense of realism. The person 
in this piece is myself and is 
painted from my own 
picture.



KB
Watercolor
51 x 31.1 cm

This piece is a shattered 
glass image of a photo 
that was found online of 
the professional baseball 
player, Kris Bryant from the 
Chicago Cubs. The style of 
impressionism is highly 
emphasized here with 
several uses of texture and 
light colors.


